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Abstract
The increasing accessibility and versatility of forward-scan (FS) imaging sonars
(also known as forward looking sonars or FLS) has spurred the interest of
the robotics community seeking to solve the difficult problem of robotic per-
ception in low-visibility underwater scenarios. Processing the incoming data
from an imaging sonar is challenging, since it captures an acoustic 2D image
of the 3D scene instead of providing straightforward range measurements like
other sonar technologies do (e.g. multibeam sonar). Hence, complex post-
processing and sensor fusion techniques are required to extract useful infor-
mation out of the sonar image. The present report details development, val-
idation and implementation of an acoustic-inertial localization and mapping
algorithm that processes sonar images captured by an FS sonar and inertial
measurements to solve the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
problem with an underwater sensor suite. A sonar odometry pose constraint
is computed by detecting and matching features from two consecutive sonar
images on a degeneracy-aware two-view bundle adjustment. The sonar odom-
etry measurements are fused with preintegrated inertial measurements in a
minimal pose-graph representation. The state-of-the-art iSAM2 (Incremental
Smoothing and Mapping) solver is used to allow for real-time localization. A
Python simulator was developed to evaluate the performance of the two-view
bundle adjustment algorithm. Results are presented and discussed from both
computer simulations in Gazebo using the Robot Operating System (ROS) and
from real-world tests in a controlled environment with an in-house developed
sensor suite. Sonar image degeneracies, sensor drift, and computation com-
plexity, proved to be hard to tackle, reducing the performance and robustness
of the current implementation of the SLAM solution. However, the current
work will serve as a stepping stone for for future work and collaboration in
underwater localization and mapping using FS sonars.



Sammanfattning 
 
Den ökande tillgängligheten och mångsidigheten för framåtriktade (FS) bildåtergivande 
ekolod (även känd som framåtriktade ekolod eller FLS) har gett upphov till 
robotgemenskapens intresse som försöker lösa det svåra problemet med robotuppfattning i 
undervattensscenarier med låg synlighet. Att bearbeta inkommande data från ett 
bildbildsekolod är utmanande, eftersom den tar en akustisk 2D-bild av 3D-scenen istället för 
att ge enkla räckviddsmätningar som andra ekolodstekniker gör (t.ex. multibeam-ekolod). 
Därför krävs komplexa efterbearbetnings- och sensorfusionsmetoder för att extrahera 
användbar information ur ekolodsbilden. Denna rapport beskriver utvecklingen, 
valideringen och implementeringen av en akustisk-tröghetslokaliserings- och 
kartläggningsalgoritm som bearbetar ekolodsbilder som fångats av ett FS-ekolod och 
tröghetsmätningar för att lösa samtidig lokalisering och kartläggning (SLAM) med en 
undervattenssensor. En begränsning för ekolodsmätning utgörs av att detektera och matcha 
funktioner från två på varandra följande ekolodsbilder på en degenerationsmedveten 
tvåvisningsbuntjustering. Mätningarna av ekolodsmätningen smälter samman med 
förintegrerade tröghetsmätningar i en minimal framställning av graf. Den senaste iSAM2-
lösaren (Incremental Smoothing and Mapping) används för att möjliggöra lokalisering i 
realtid. En Python-simulator utvecklades för att utvärdera prestanda för algoritmen för 
tvåvisningsbuntjustering. Resultaten presenteras och diskuteras från både 
datorsimuleringar i Gazebo med hjälp av Robot Operating System (ROS) och från verkliga 
tester i en kontrollerad miljö med en egenutvecklad sensorsvit. Sonarbildsgenerationer, 
sensordrift och beräkningskomplexitet visade sig vara svåra att hantera, vilket minskade 
prestanda och robusthet i den nuvarande implementeringen av SLAM-lösningen. Emellertid 
kommer det nuvarande arbetet att fungera som en språngbräda för framtida arbete och 
samarbete inom lokalisering och kartläggning under vattnet med hjälp av FS-ekolod. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

New generation of forward scanning (FS) sonars are gaining momentum in the
underwater robotics community because of their relatively low price and form
factor. For such reasons, more and more researchers are being encouraged to
equip all sorts of remotely and autonomously operated underwater and surface
vehicles with a sonar imaging device. A lot of work done at the Swedish Mar-
itime Robotics Center (SMaRC) at KTH is connected to climate research. Pre-
vious work in collaboration with researchers at SMaRC, was focused on using
a small FS sonar to get bathymetry measurements with a handheld system, by
pointing the sonar directly to the seabed and using edge detection techniques
to get a multibeam-like measurements. The system performed correctly in
friendly environments but had several limitations.

As a consequence of the results obtained with the depth measuring system,
a lot of interest was generated around the possibility of using an autonomous
surface vehicle (ASV) equipped with an FS sonar to map underwater glacier
fronts. Studying the structure of the glacier fronts from under the surface of
the water is important to track several phenomena related the retreat of the ice
sheets on both poles of the planet. Due to the fact that glaciers calve frequently
andwithout anywarning, sending a crewed vessel anywhere near a glacier wall
is extremely dangerous. Enter the autonomous surface vehicles.

This research started with the objective of developing a system that uses
sensors available on a small ASV together with an FS sonar, to accurately
generate 3Dmaps of the underwater glacier wall without endangering people’s
lives.

A robust 3D mapping pipeline requires a lot of effort in software and hard-
ware development, however, there must be a solid foundation for the system
to allow for collaboration and accelerate the development process. The main

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

motivation of this research is exactly that: to develop a robust sonar-centered
localization and mapping system for ASV applications.

1.1 Problem Formulation
The scenario description for the presented work is based on the principles of
sensor fusion for autonomous mobile robot navigation. The main problem to
solve is that of getting theMaximum-A-Posteriori (MAP) estimate of the robot
state X given a set of proprioceptive and exteroceptive measurements Z. The
MAP estimate may be written as

X∗ = arg max
X

p(X|Z) (1.1)

where p(X|Z) is the posterior probability of the state of the robot X given
the set of measurements Z. The proprioceptive measurements are those that
monitor the internal state of the robot directly. Defining the state of the robot as
X = {X, Y, Z,Roll, P itch, Y aw, l}, proprioceptive measurements capture
information regarding the subset x = X, Y, Z,Roll, P itch, Y aw of the state
X. The subset x with the three coordinates in 3D Cartesian space and the three
Euler angles, define the pose of the robot. Thus, proprioceptive measurements
may come from inertial measurement units (IMUs), wheel encoders, pressure
sensors, magnetometer, etc.

The last member of the state l is a vector containing the belief of the robot
about the map of its environment. The elements of l = l1, ..., lN are also
known as landmarks. The position of the landmarks is measured using the
exteroceptive sensors on-board the robot, namely monocular cameras, laser-
rangefinder, ultrasonic sensor, among others. In this case, however, a forward-
scan sonar will be used.

Forward-scan sonars are a type of imaging sonar that emit an acoustic echo
and generate an intensity image bymeasuring the strength of the returning echo
in several directions. The output of an FS sonar is an intensity image with a
bearing θ and range rmeasurements for every pixel on the image. For a human
observer, a sonar image is a bit complicated to interpret, but it is straightfor-
ward after some practice (see Fig. 1.1). However, to make a robot understand
the geometry of the scene is somewhat more complicated. Thus, one of the
problems for this research is to develop software tools to automatically recover
a 3D set of landmarks using consecutive sonar images. On an FS sonar scene,
a 3D point P is defined in spherical coordinates as follows:
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Figure 1.1: Left: Underwater scene as captured by an optical camera. Right:
The same underwater scene captured with an FS imaging sonar. The
red circles highlight the echoes produced by debris floating in the
water, the yellow rectangles are the aluminum beams in the scene,
the blue lines delineate the walls of the surrounding tank, and the
green ellipse shows the position of the plastic car chassis. The sonar
is symbolically represented with its respective frame convention by
the axes on the top of the image.

P =

XY
Z

 = R

sinθ cosφcosθ cosφ

sinφ

 (1.2)

where θ and r are the bearing and range of the point, and φ is the elevation
angle that is lost when the projection from the 3D world to the sonar image
is made. Similar to the depth perception that is lost when an optical image is
taken. By knowing the position of the 3D landmarks in the map, and tracking
their evolution from image to image, it is possible to recover information about
the internal state x of the robot, the pose of the robot, using only exteroceptive
measurements. Fusing both the exteroceptive measurements of the pose and
the proprioceptive measurements, the uncertainty of the robot’s state will be
reduced. An efficient way to fuse this information is using factor graphs. Show
in Fig. 2.5, is the example of a factor graph. Factor graphs are efficient data
structures not only because it is intuitive to add measurements, poses, and
landmarks together, but also because it is possible to factorize them into a
MAP formulation, and solve for the best estimate of the robot’s state X using
all of the available measurements Z = {zk, ..., zM}. The factor graph in Fig.
2.5 factorizes the same as any other factor graph, assuming the measurements
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are independent from each other, the MAP estimate is given by

X∗ = arg max
X

p(X)
m∏
k=1

p(zk|Xk). (1.3)

Furthermore, it has been shown that by assuming the uncertainty on the
measurements is normally distributed, i.e., that it fits a Gaussian distribution,
by massaging the equation,the MAP estimate can be formulated as a nonlinear
least-squares problem:

X∗ = arg min
X

m∑
k=0

‖ hk(Xk)− zk ‖2
Σk
. (1.4)

where hk(X) is a function that tries to predict where the measurements should
be at given the state Xk of the robot. Using efficient implementation of NLS
optimization solvers, the MAP estimation problem can be solved to obtain the
best guess at to where the robot is x∗ and how the map looks like l∗.

This is the underlying problem the following research will try to tackle.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Sound Navigation And Ranging
The underwater environment, in most cases, is considered hostile for sensors
commonly used for ground and air navigation and mapping. Because of highly
turbid water, poor illumination, or due to particles in the water, both imaging
sensors and laser-based ranging sensors are rendered impractical. The atten-
tion is thus focused on acoustic sensors such as sonars (SOund Navigation
And Ranging) when developing underwater mapping and navigation systems.
The exceptional propagation of acoustic waves in underwater environments
facilitates sound to travel several thousand meters without losing significant
energy, making sonars robust measuring devices for long distances and turbid
water conditions. Accuracy and reliability on sonar measurements is achieved
through sophisticated transducer technology and by the use of beam-forming
methods which can produce highly precise measurements [1].

2.1.1 Sonars for underwater navigation and mapping
The different sonar configurations available nowadays will always fall within
one of two categories: active sonars or passive sonars. Active sonars are char-
acterized by the fact that they can both transmit an acoustic wave or ping and
receive the backscatter or echo, allowing them to actively extract information
about the environment, whichmakes them themost appropriate for underwater
navigation and mapping. Passive sonars will not be dealt with in the present
document, thus, for clarity, whenever a sonar is mentioned, it actually means
an active sonar.

Active sonars monitor the environment either by measuring distances to

5
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objects calculating the time-of-flight of each ping (ranging sonars), or by cap-
turing an acoustic image at every scan (imaging sonars). A brief description
of the most popular sonars for navigation and mapping applications in under-
water robotic applications [2, 1] are:

Multibeam Echosounders (MES/MBES) As the name states, theMBES are
made up from an array of emitter-transducer pairs which both send and
receive a fan-shaped beam to the seabed. Specifically designed to pro-
duce bathymetric maps, MBES return a range strip perpendicular to the
direction of travel.

Mechanically Scanned Imaging Sonar (MSIS) The sensormechanically ro-
tates a transducer to scan a horizontal 2D area by emitting a fan shaped
beam. The intensity of the reflected backscatter is used to build a 360
image. They are normally slow and if used on a moving vehicle, one
must compensate for the motion and distortion of the image.

Forward Looking Sonar (FLS) or Forward Scan Sonar (FSS) The output
of an FLS is an acoustic image of the environment in front of the vehicle.
It emits a single pulse and receives the echo intensity measurement with
an array of hydrophones. The possibility of overlapping images while
navigating makes it possible to explore a broader range of mapping and
navigation algorithms as opposed to the sidescan sonar.

Sidescan Sonar (SSS) SS sonars provide a downward looking image when
the sequential pings are grouped. Sidescan sonars are normally designed
for large area imaging. The principle of functionality follows that of a
MBES in the sense that it emits fan-shaped pulses towards the seabed,
however, instead of returning the range, the output is an array of echo
intensity measurements. As opposed to the FS sonar, overlapping read-
ings is not possible unless multi-pass missions are planned.

2.1.2 FS sonar measurement model
Data representation in spherical coordinates

Because of the nature of acoustic waves, the sonar image formation process
and 3D reconstruction is treated in spherical coordinates [4, 5, 3]. The sonar
transmits sound and measures the reflected backscatter of the scene’s surfaces
at various ranges R and azimuth angles θ. The azimuth angle θ if measured
on theXY plane, and the elevation (zenith) angle φ is measured from theXY
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Figure 2.1: Typical FS sonar scene (left) where the 3D scene is represented in
the zero-elevation plane (Xs, Ys) and the sonar coordinate system
(right). From [3].

towards the Z axis, as illustrated on Fig. 2.1 (right). The relationship between
the spherical (R, θ, φ)T and Cartesian (X, Y, Z)T coordinates for a scene point
P in the sonar coordinate system is given by

P =

XY
Z

 = R

sinθ cosφcosθ cosφ

sinφ

 (2.1)

and Rθ
φ

 =


√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2

tan−1(X
Y

)

sin−1(ZR)

 (2.2)

FS sonars transmit an acoustic wave and receive the backscatter of the sur-
faces encountered by the wave. The beam-forming process on the sonar cre-
ates 2D polar images I(R, θ) which encode the intensities of the backscatter
at different azimuth angles θ and rangesR. The transformation from (R, θ) to
(x, y) results in a 2D polar image I(xs, ys), where the image coordinates are
treated as points lying on the zero-elevation plane:

s =

[
xs
ys

]
=

[
Xs

Ys

]
φ=0

(2.3)

For clarity, Fig. 2.1 shows the graphical interpretation of an FS sonar scene
and coordinate system.
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Echo
Strength

Time /
Range

Figure 2.2: A single acoustic beam from a sonar (bottom) hitting the surface
at different ranges and angles. The echo strength received by the
sonar (top) will depend on the surface properties and incidence an-
gle. Adapted from [1].

Image generation

The forward-sonar image formation process involves, akin to that of an optical
camera, the projection of a three-dimensional scene into a two-dimensional
image. However, instead of losing the depth to the objects on the scene after the
projection, on a sonar image the elevation angle of the insonified objects is lost.
Thus, to be able to work with the information contained in FS sonar images, it
is easier to have a solid understanding of the acoustic image formation process
first. The procedure will be described as in [1]1.

FS sonars contain an array of hydrophones with which they capture mul-
tiple incoming acoustic beams scattered from various azimuth angles θ. Con-
sider first a single beam from the sonar, shown in Fig. 2.2. The acoustic ping
emitted from the sonar travels freely through the medium without producing
any backscatter (region A). When the arc-shaped ping encounters a surface at
regionB an echo is produced, whose strength will be dictated by the incidence
angle and surface material. An object is then hit by the beam at region C. It
is important to note how an acoustic shadow is cast by the protruding object
(region D) in the scene. The surface echo continues after the shadow (region
D) until the maximum rangeRmax of the sonar is reached.

1Even though a mechanically scanned sonar is used in this book, the image formation
procedure for an FS sonar follows the same scheme with the sole difference that FS sonars are
electronically scanned instead of mechanically.
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Cast Shadow

Echo from
Object

Figure 2.3: Full 3D multibeam imaging sonar scene (left) and the corresponding
2D acoustic image as captured by the sonar (right). The red region
on the 3D scene and the red line on the 2D image corresponds to the
cross section shown in Fig. 2.2. Adapted from [1].

Expanding now to the full scene, Fig. 2.3 shows the 3D scene (left) and the
corresponding 2D sonar image (right) on the zero elevation plane, as captured
by the sonar.

Echo
Strength

Time /
Range

Figure 2.4: Ambiguity of the objects lying on the same elevation angle. The echo
of both fish in the scene will combine and show up as one strong echo
on the processed sonar image. From [1].

Although the sonar might be able to capture the the full 3D scene in some
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cases, other situations might arise where the sonar is unable to recover the
complete information. On a 2D sonar image, the equivalent of an occlusion
on an optical camera image, occurs when two objects lie on the same elevation
angle as shown in Fig. 2.4, resulting in the underdetermintation of the position
of the objects. Steeper grazing angles are used to achieve a larger coverage of
the underwater scene by better distributing the vertical aperture of the sonar
[6].

2.2 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
using Factor Graphs

Simultaneous Localization andMapping (SLAM)[7], is the problem for a mo-
bile robot to, simultaneously, (1) build a consistent map of an unknown envi-
ronment and (2) estimate the position and attitude within the constructed map.
The SLAM problem is commonly solved probabilistically, given the uncertain
nature of sensor measurements, and it can be expressed as a probability dis-
tribution over the robot poses x0:k and control inputs u0:k, and the position m
and measurement z0:k of the landmarks in the map

P (xk,m|z0:k,u0:k, x0) (2.4)

for all times k. The inference problem can then be solved by using several
different solutions, the most common being filtering techniques and maximum
a posteriori estimation approaches [7, 8, 9].

The SLAM system architecture is normally separated in two main compo-
nents, a front-end to manage the processing and abstraction of the incoming
data from sensor measurements, and a back-end that performs inference on
the processed sensor information to compute a resulting state estimate.

2.2.1 Back-end: MaximumAPosteriori estimation us-
ing Factor Graphs

Most modern approaches formulate SLAM as a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimation problem, since it has been proven to be more accurate and efficient
than common nonlinear filtering approaches [10]. MAP estimation aims to
infer the maximum proabability of an unknown variable X, which normally
includes the trajectory of the robot and the location of the detected landmarks
in the environment, given the a set of measurements Z, for both the landmarks
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and the robot poses. Each measurement is expressed with respect to a subset
Xk ⊆ X:

zk = hk(Xk) + εk (2.5)

where hk(·) is the known observation model or prediction function and εk is
random noise on the measurement. The MAP estimate is obtained by finding
the variables X∗ which maximize the posterior probability. By including the
robot poses x0:k the landmark positions m in a single state representation X, as
well including the control inputs u0:k and landmark measurements in a general
measurement vector Z, the SLAM problem from Eq. (2.4) can be solved as a
MAP estimation problem formulated as

X∗ = arg max
X

p(X|Z),

and following the Bayes theorem, the MAP assignment can be expressed in
terms of the likelihood of the measurements and a prior over the poses

X∗ = arg max
X

p(Z|X)p(X). (2.6)

Furthermore, relying on the assumption that measurements are indepen-
dent of each other, the probabilities can be factorized into the product

X∗ = arg max
X

p(X)
m∏
k=1

p(zk|Xk). (2.7)

Factor graphs are commonly used to represent the interdependence be-
tween the variables on Eq. (2.7), while facilitating the inference on the state
of the robot as compared to other graphical models, and being more general
in the sense that they can be used to express any factored function over a set
of variables [11]. Fig. 2.5 shows a typical example of a factor graph used
for robot perception. The nodes on the factor graph are represented by the
variables on the MAP problem, namely the robot poses xk and the landmark
positions li, while the factors represent constraints between the variables dic-
tated by the measurements (e.g., control inputs, sensor measurements).

By assuming zero-mean Gaussian noise on the measurements, i.e., εk =

N (0,Σ) in Eq. (2.5), the likelihood of the measurements can be explicitly
expressed as

p(zk|Xk) ∝ exp
{
− 1

2
‖ hk(Xk)− zk ‖2

Σ

}
(2.8)
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Figure 2.5: Simple example of a factor graph used for robot localization. The
variable nodes represent the poses xk of the robot and the land-
marks in the environment li. The nodes are connected through fac-
tors which represent the odometry measurements between poses and
range measurements to the landmarks. A prior factor on the first
pose is used to anchor the first pose to an arbitrary origin of the map.
Credit: Antonio Terán.

and assuming the prior is also normally distributed with mean z0 and covari-
ance Σ0, for some known function h0(·), the prior can be written in the same
form

p(X) ∝ exp
{
− 1

2
‖ h0(X)− z0 ‖2

Σ

}
. (2.9)

where ||x||2Σ = xTΣ−1x denotes the Mahalanobis distance. Exploiting the
fact that minimizing the negative log-posterior is equivalent to maximizing
the posterior, the MAP estimate can be expressed as nonlinear least-squares
(NLS) problem

X∗ = arg min
X

m∑
k=0

‖ hk(Xk)− zk ‖2
Σk
. (2.10)

The NLS problem must be solved via an iterative solution starting from
an adequate initial estimate. Several commonly used algorithms exist, differ-
ing in the way they approximate the cost function and how they progress after
every iteration. Steepest Descent, Gauss-Newton, Levenberg-Marquradt, and
Dogleg Minimization are some of the available algorithms used to solve the
NLS optimization problem. An overview of the inner workings and the indi-
vidual advantages of these algorithms is presented in [11] and a survey on new
approaches can be found in [9].

The NLS problem can be solved by iteratively solving the linear approxi-
mation of Eq. (2.10). Given an initial estimate for the stateX0, the NLS system
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can be linearized as follows:

hk(X) = hk(X0 + ∆) ≈ hk(X0) + Hk∆ (2.11)

Hk =
∂hk(X)

∂X

∣∣∣
X0

(2.12)

where ∆ = X−X0 is the update vector for the state and Hk is the observation
or measurement Jacobian for the observation model hk(X). Replacing the
approximation in Eq. (2.10) results in

∆∗ = arg min
∆

m∑
k=1

‖ hk(X0) + Hk∆− zk ‖2
Σk
, (2.13)

and by replacing the Jacobian for its whitened version Ak = Σ
−1/2
k Hi and

computing the error vector as bk = Σ
−1/2
k (zk − hk(X0)), yields

∆∗ = arg min
∆

m∑
k=1

‖ A∆− bk ‖2, (2.14)

and by stacking all the Ak terms into a single matrix, and the bk terms into a
single vector, the linearized NLS problem can be expressed as

∆∗ = arg min
∆

‖ A∆− bk ‖2 . (2.15)

Solving for the update ∆∗ of the current iteration can be done by setting
the derivative to zero and using, e.g., the pseudoinverse, QR, or Cholesky
decomposition, to solve the resulting normal equations:

(ATA)∆∗ = ATb, (2.16)

and by using the pseudoinverse, the update for the current iteration can be
computed directly as

∆∗ = A†b = (ATA)−1ATb. (2.17)

The update ∆∗ is added to the initial estimate X1 = X0 + ∆∗ and the new
state is used as the new linearization point for the next iteration. The solver is
ran until convergence or up to a limited amount of iterations.
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2.2.2 Front-end: Data Processing, Abstraction, and
Association

In MAP estimation, the sensor measurements are represented as a function of
the state, expressed as in Eq. (2.5). The main objective of the SLAM front-end
is to provide the back-end with relevant features from the sensor data, which
is why this element of the SLAM pipeline is typically sensor-dependent. For
example, vision-based SLAM solutions will use the pixel position of salient
features in the scene to derive an observation model which estimates the move-
ment of the camera by tracking those features in consecutive images. Another
example is the use of prominent edges as features to estimate the relative pose
of a laser rangefinder (LiDAR) between scans. Both examples rely on an im-
portant task also tackled by the front-end module, the problem of data asso-
ciation. Tracking features or landmarks on consecutive laser scans or camera
images is only possible when the measurements are correctly associated to the
landmark being observed. In other words, the front-end module also asso-
ciates each measurement zk to a subset of variables Xk in the state. Lastly, in
some cases, the front-end is in charge of providing the back end with an initial
estimate for the variables in the state used in the, e.g., MAP estimation, which
is important when dealing with NLS optimization problems.

Data association is sometimes tackled both in short-term and in long-term
by the front-end module. The short-term association is somewhat easier to
solve when the dynamics of the robot are much slower than the sampling rate
of the sensor, akin to the example of vision-based SLAM or visual-odometry.
In those cases, when the frame rate is high enough, there exists several standard
approaches that provide robust tracking of the features in consecutive images
[12]. The long-term data association, known as loop-closure detection, tends
to be a harder problem to solve since it involves matching the current features
on sight with previously seen features. Bag-of-words techniques such as [13],
reduce the complexity induced by a brute-force search throughout the whole
measurement history of the robot by using efficient hierarchical structures that
enable low-cost search routines. It is of utmost importance to validate both
the short- and long-term associations by ensuring the detection and removal of
outliers while matching. One of the most popular outlier detection algorithms
is the Random Sample Consensus [14] (RANSAC) that detects outliers by
fitting a model that agrees with most of the population, and removing those
samples that do not fit in the model.
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2.3 Exploiting Sparsity for Efficient Incremen-
tal Inference

The incremental property of landmark-based SLAM requires tracking an in-
creasing number of landmarks in the state. Filtering approaches such as Ex-
tendedKalman Filtering (EKF), suffer from the curse of dimensionality, reach-
ing a computational complexity that becomes quickly intractable on a large-
scale SLAM scenario. Although research extending filtering techniques to
handle big environments exists, it is not uncommon for them to diverge from
the true solution due to linearization errors that cannot be undone. Large ef-
forts have been made to show that exploiting the sparsity of the underlying
problem is the most efficient inference method [15].

2.3.1 Sparsity on Graphs
The inherent sparsity of SLAM results from the fact that most of the time only a
small subset of variables are dependent of each other in the graph. This can be
appreciated by quickly observing that the factor graph on Fig. 2.5 is not fully
connected. This important property of the factor graph will be reflected on its
underlining Jacobian matrix A (same as in Eq.(2.15)), as it can be observed in
Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Simple example of a factor graph together with its equivalent mea-
surement Jacobian A, where the sparse nature of the landmark-based
SLAM problem can be appreciated. Credit: Antonio Terán.

Furthermore, when solving the normal equations in Eq. (2.16)with Cholesky
decomposition, the Hessian or informationmatrix Λ = ATA is computed. By
construction, the Hessian Λ is a symmetric matrix (when the MAP solution is
unique it will also be positive definite) and, as a result of A being sparse, Λ

will similarly be a sparse matrix. It is interesting to notice that the information
matrix Λ is also associated to a graphical model, i.e., the Markov random field
(MRF), which is an undirected graphical representation. MRF are represented
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only by nodes and edges, where the undirected nature implies that there exist
some kind of interaction between the connected nodes.

However, when QR matrix factorization is used instead of Cholesky on
the measurement Jacobian A to find the solution to the normal equations, the
square root information matrix R is computed instead of the information ma-
trix Λ:

A = Q
[

R
0

]
(2.18)

where R ∈ Rm×m is the upper triangular square root information matrix. and
Q ∈ Rn×n is an orthogonal matrix. Of course, if both the measurement Ja-
cobian A and the information matrix Λ have their own equivalent graphical
representation, the square root information R should have one as well which
is the result of eliminating a factor graph into a Bayes network: the Bayes tree.

2.3.2 Incremental Inference on the Bayes Tree
The Bayes tree [16], introduced to combine the advantages of graphical mod-
els and sparse linear algebra for robot navigation, is the result of a series of
linear algebra and elimination algorithms that are commonly implemented in
order to do inference on factor graphs. Have in mind that inference can be
seen as converting the factor graph to a Bayes net by carrying out the elim-
ination algorithm. The resulting Bayes net is chordal and can be converted
into the sought after tree-structured graphical model, where marginalization
and optimization are simple. The details on how to turn a factor graph into a
Bayes tree are elaborated in [16], but Fig. 2.7 does a great job on describing
the underlying process on a visually appealing and easy to follow manner.

Incremental updates on the Bayes tree correspond to a simple edit on the
nodes (cliques) where the variables included in the incoming update are in.
The incremental update is as easy as decoupling those cliques, converting them
into a factor graph, adding the new constraints, applying a new variable elim-
ination order to turn it back to a Bayes tree, and reattaching it back to the
unaffected nodes of the Bayes tree.

iSAM2: Incremental Smoothing and Mapping

The first iteration of iSAM [18] deals with the problem of updating the square
root information matrix R incrementally, as new information arrives, in an
efficient way by avoiding unnecessary calculations. iSAM applies Givens ro-
tations to update the square root matrix R, keeping the upper triangular nature
of the square root matrix, and without generating unnecessary fill-in after the
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Figure 2.7: Illustrative representation of the process to turn a factor graph into
a Bayes Trees data structure, used by the sate-of-the-art iSAM2 im-
plementation. Taken from [17]

update is done. After introducing the Bayes tree [16] data structure and its
equivalence to the squre root matrix, iSAM2 [19] was updated to handle the
incremental updates by simply editing the nodes of interest in the clique tree
structure of the Bayes tree.

2.4 Related Work
Given the shortcomings of optical cameras in dark and turbid underwater en-
vironments, imaging sonars have become key for underwater exploration, in-
spection, and monitoring of underwater settings and objects–both natural and
man-made [4]. Most of the previous work in sonar image processing has been
focused mainly on the image registration and feature detection [3, 20, 21, 22,
23] using different techniques.

Forward-scan sonars have been less popular because of the lower ranges
and resolutions as compared to their side-scan counterparts. However, recent
FS sonar technologies have accrued momentum. Negahdaripour and Aykin
have thoroughly researched the modeling, interpretation, motion estimation,
and 3D reconstruction of FS sonar images through a series of publications [5,
24, 25, 3, 4, 26]; using FS sonar imagery, based on the Shape-from-Shading
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(SfS) paradigm and space carving methods and mostly relying on the flat-
seabed assumption, they have successfully achieved highly accurate 3D re-
constructions of objects lying on flat surfaces, while estimating the relative
motion of the sonar between frames at the same time.

Johannsson et al. [27] uses an imaging sonar on-board an autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV) equipped with an extensive sensor suite to mitigate
the drift induced by dead reckoning measurements, successfully deploying the
vehicle for autonomous underwater harbor surveillance and ship hull inspec-
tion. Acoustic Structure From Motion (ASFM) is introduced by Huang and
Kaess [28, 29, 30], as a factor SLAM approach to 3D motion estimation using
multiple FS sonar images, where they show that the same methods (with some
changes) used in the optical structure from motion literature can be applied
for sonar image streams. Westman and Kaess, address the underconstrained
nature of the features from a sonar image in [31] and the degenerate cases re-
sulting from the geometry of the motion of the FS sonar in [32]. The SLAM
pipeline in [32] follows that of [33], but the former does not rely on the flat
seafloor assumption and uses a different parametrization while searching for
the optimal elevation angle φ. Li, Kaess et al. [34] use the same ASFM with
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to analyze frame saliency on sonar
images on the front-end, and provide loop-closing constraints for the back-end
module.

In [35], Brahim et al apply the Covariance Matrix Adaptation evolution
strategy (CMA-ES) optimization algorithm to determine the sonar motion in
two consecutive sonar frames. Other efforts include the use of camera-sonar
or opti-acoustic stereo imaging [36] and FS sonar stereo pair [37] for motion
estimation and 3D reconstruction.

Last, in [38] a similar acoustic-inertial system employing an FS sonar and a
MEMS IMU is developed. Sensormeasurements are fused in a tightly-coupled
EKF framework resulting on a low-cost acoustic-inertial navigation system.

As opposed to [38], the SLAM back-end for the present appraoch is formu-
lated as a MAP estimation instead of using filtering algorithms, and employs
iSAM2 for incremental and efficient inference using the Bayes tree. In contrast
to the other papers that follow the ASFM paradigm, contrary to optimizing the
robot pose using the acoustic bundle adjustment (BA) scheme together with a
complex, multi-sensor, dead reckoning odometry, the proposed approach uses
only inertial measurements to ensure the modularity of the system, rendering
the solution platform-independent.
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Methods

3.1 Acoustic-Inertial FS Sonar SLAM
The main focus of this work is to develop a framework that will serve as the
stepping stone for future work on subjects related to pose estimation, 3D un-
derwater mapping, and underwater/surface robot navigation, using a relatively
low-cost forward-scan imaging sonar. The acoustic-inertial SLAM framework
follows ASFM paradigm [28, 29], where factor graphs are used as the SLAM
back-end, where an NLS objective function over both the poses and 3D land-
marks is optimized to find the best state estimate of the robot. Several tools
from the series of papers [31, 32] are also included to build a degeneracy aware
solution. The front-end consists of a feature extraction and correspondence
module, which computes the landmarks used on a two-view bundle adjustment
scenario where the relative motion between two consecutive sonar frames is
recovered.

3.1.1 Two-View Bundle Adjustment
The Acoustic-Inertial FS Sonar SLAM is built around a two-view bundle ad-
justment scheme that computes pose-to-pose sonar constraints. The computed
constraint is added to a factor graph together with IMU odometry measure-
ments. The MAP estimate is obtained by keeping a Bayes tree structure which
is updated incrementally whenever a new set of measurements (IMU and sonar
odometry) are available. Both the Bayes tree optimization and the two-view
BA follow the NLS optimization (Eq. 2.15) formulated in Section 2.2.1.

19
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Figure 3.1: Factor graph representation of the two-view bundle adjustment used
to find the MAP estimate for the relative pose between xA and xB .
The nodes represent the poses and the landmarks, the green factors
denote sonar measurements, and the black factor is a prior on the first
pose.

Coordinate Frames

A small parenthesis is made at this point to introduce the notation that will
be used throughout this work to represent the transformations on SE(3). The
notation adopted is outlined in [39]. The vector from pointW to the point p,
expressed in terms of coordinate frameW or the world frame, is written as

W tWtoP = −W tPtoW ,

whereas a rotation from the frameW to the frame A is written as

A
WR = W

A RT ,

and to rotate the vectorW tWtoP from frameW to the frameA, one would write
it as

AtWtoP = A

��W
R��W tWtoP .

Two-View Bundle Adjustment

Given that it is only a two-view bundle adjustment, the state to optimize over
consists of only two poses xA and xB, and N point landmarks l = l1, ..., lN .
The six degree of freedom (6-DOF) poses are represented as rigid transforma-
tions WA T, which in turn are parametrized by a rotation and a translation:

W
A T =

[
A
WR
01×3

W tWtoA

1

]
. (3.1)

Following the work presented in [32], the two-view BA can be modeled
as the factor graph shown in Fig. 3.1, where the variable nodes are the poses
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xA and xB, and landmarks, whereas the factor nodes are the bearing-range
measurements to the landmarks, Az (from pose xA) and Bz (from pose xB),
captured by the sonar as described in Section 2.1.2. Since the objective of the
two-view BA is to solve for a single relative pose A

BT = TxB from xA to xB,
the first pose xA is set as constant and determined as the reference frame. The
prior factor is dropped as well. The state x to optimize is

x = [TxB ,
A l1, ...,A lN ]T (3.2)

where both the relative pose and the landmarks are determined with respect
to xA. As opposed of representing the landmarks in the state using all three
spherical coordinates (θ, r, φ) (shown in Section 2.1.2), the elevation angle φ
is dropped, avoiding its characterization as a Gaussian component during the
optimization and, instead, landmarks in the state li = [θi, ri]

T are left in po-
lar coordinates and the missing elevation angle φ is recovered using a direct
search over its reprojection error and it is handled by the front-end module
when generating the landmarks for the BA. The relative pose TxB ∈ SE(3) is
inserted in the state vector by using its Lie algebra se(3) representation to en-
sure a consitent pose registration during the optimization process. Following
[40], the Lie algebra of SE(3) is:

se(3) =

{[
ω̂xB
01×3

uxB
0

] ∣∣∣∣ ω̂xB ∈ so(3),uxB ∈ R3

}
(3.3)

where ω̂xB is the skew symmetric matrix described by the rotation vector
ωxB = (ωx, ωy, ωz)

T ∈ so(3). The final state vector during optimization
is then represented as

x = [uxB ,ωxB ,
A l1, ...,A lN ]T (3.4)

and is updated using the exponential map, se(3) −→ SE(3), and the logarithm
map, SE(3) −→ se(3), as detailed in the appendix Section 6.1.

Observation Model

The set of measurements z used in the NLS optimization correspond to the
bearing-range sonar measurements taken from pose xA as Az = Az1, ...,

AzN
and from pose xB as Bz = Bz1, ...,

BzN . Stacking both measurement vectors
into a single one, the full set of measurements z = Az1, ...,

AzN , Bz1, ...,
BzN .

The subscripts 1, ..., N correspond to each of the landmarks li ∀ i = 1, ..., N .
In order to write the bundle adjustment optimization as the NLS formulation in
Eq. (2.10), the noise on the sensor measurement must be Gaussian. Assuming
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independet noise on both components, the covariance for the measurement
zi = [zθ,i zr,i]

T will be a diagonal matrix Σi = diag(σ2
θ , σ

2
r).

The observation or prediction model hi(x) is composed of two functions,
one for each pose, namely Aẑi = Ahi(li) and B ẑi =B hi(TxB , li), where only
those elements on the state vector x that are directly involved in the function
are specified. Since the landmarks in the state are expressed on the reference
frame A of pose xA, the prediction of a landmark li from xA is simply

Ahi(li) =

[
θi
ri

]
. (3.5)

The observation model hi(x) is derived from the projection of the land-
mark li from frame A into frame B by means of an initial estimate of the
relative pose A

BT, as shown pictorially in Fig. 3.2. Following the notation in
[32], the prediction of the measurements from pose xB is given by

Bhi(TxB , li) = π(qi) =

 atan2(qi,y, qi,x)√
q2
ix

+ q2
i,y + q2

i,z


qi = TxB(pi) = B

ART (pi − AtAtoB)

pi = C(li, φ∗) =

ri cos θi cos φ∗iri sin θi cos φ
∗
i

ri sin φ
∗
i


(3.6)

where π(·) denotes the conversion of a point in Cartesian coordinates to polar
coordinates, and C(·) is the mapping from spherical coordinates to Cartesian.
The elevation angle φ∗, as it will be described in the following section, is com-
puted by the front-end module. pi is the position of the point landmark li in
Cartesian coordinates expressed from pose xA, whereas qi = [qi,x qi,y qi,z]

T is
the Cartesian representation of the same landmark but as seen from pose xB.
Refer to Fig. 3.2 for a visual description. The predictions are stacked in one
vector ẑ = [Aẑ B ẑ] similar to the measurements.

To complete the two-view BA pipeline, the Jacobian matrices AHi and
BHi for their respective prediction functions Ahi(x) and Bhi(x) must be eval-
uated. As pointed out in Section 2.3, the resulting (unwhitened) measurement
Jacobian A = [AH BH]T will be sparse: all of the entries of Hi will be zero
except those that correspond to the partial derivatives with respect to TxB and
li.Following [31], starting with AH:
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Figure 3.2: Diagram illustrating the coordinate frame convention used for the
two-view bundle adjustment scheme, where one landmar li is ob-
served from two different sonar poses expressed in frame A and B.
The world frame W is defined in the ENU (East North Up) frame
convention, with the X axis pointing forward, Y pointing left and
the Z axis pointing up. The sonar frame is rolled by 180◦ w.r.t the
world frame, i.e,X forward, Y right and Z down.

∂Ahi(li)
∂TxB

= 02×6

∂Ahi(li)
∂li

= I2×2.

(3.7)

The Jacobians of Bhi(TxB , li) is computed using the chain rule:

∂Bhi(TxB , li)
∂TxB

=
∂ẑ
∂q

∂q
∂TxB

∂Bhi(TxB , li)
∂li

=
∂ẑ
∂q

∂q
∂p

∂p
∂li
,

(3.8)
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where

∂ẑ
∂q

=

 −qy√
q2x+q2y

qx√
q2x+q2y

0

qx√
q2x+q2y+q2z

qy√
q2x+q2y+q2z

qz√
q2x+q2y+q2z


∂q
∂TxB

= [ [q]x − I3×3]

∂q
∂p

= [BART ]

∂p
∂li

=

−ri sin θi cos φ∗i cos θi cos φ
∗
i

ri cos θi cos φ
∗
i sin θi cos φ

∗
i

0 sin φ∗i


(3.9)

where [qi]x is the 3× 3 skew-symmetric matrix of the vector qi.

Degeneracy Awareness

The solution remapping scheme [41], uses a framework that detects degenerate
cases in optimization-based state estimation problems. In [41], the authors de-
fine a degeneracy factor D using the minimum eigenvalue of the squared mea-
surement Jacobian ATA. Small eigenvalues are representative of poorly con-
strained directions in the state space. By tracking the evolution of D through-
out a visual odometry dataset where several degenerate cases are present (e.g,
featureless environments, sun-glared images), they determine a threshold for
the eigenvalues λthresh of ATA where, ignoring the update resulting from any
DOF smaller than λthresh, they successfully avoid updating the state estimate
with spurious information, considerably improving the long-term localization
performance of their solution. The part of the state that remains unchanged af-
ter the update is only propagated using the defined motion model (in a filtering
scenario).

Depending on the geometry of the scene and the landmarks used on the
two-view bundle adjustment, it is often the case that the optimization of the
relative pose will be under-constrained. Westman andKaess adopt the solution
remapping scheme to detect and mitigate degenerate cases while computing
the sonar pose constraint, but instead use the singular value decomposition
(SVD) on the whitened measurement Jacobian

Am×n = U S VT (3.10)

where Um×m and Vn×n are orthogonal matrices, and Sm×n is a diagonal ma-
trix with increasingly larger singular values σ1 ≤ . . . ≤ σn. By choosing an
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appropriate singular value σthresh from S and setting every singular value be-
low it to zero in a new diagonal matrix SD = diag(0, ..., σthresh, ..., σn), the
update on ill-posed directions will not be added to the next iteration’s update
vector. Using the SVD, the update vector ∆∗ in Eq. 2.17 is computed as

∆∗ = VS†DUTb, (3.11)

where S†D = diag(0, ..., 1/σthresh, ..., 1/σn). Eq. 3.11 is equivalent to solving
the normal equations directly. The iterative Gauss-Newton (GN) optimization
is used to find the best estimate. When successfully detecting degenerate cases
on the first iteration of the GN optimization, the solution remapping frame-
work ensures that the error on the ill-constrained degrees of freedom will be
bounded by the initial estimate before the optimization starts.

Adaptive Solution Remapping

The condition number K of a matrix is representative of the sensitivity of the
output of a function. A low condition number is defined to be well-constrained
or well-condition, whereas a large one is said to be ill-conditioned. In [41],
a fixed eigenvalue threshold λmin obtained by tracking the degeneracy factor
D throughout a visual-odometry dataset where both well-constrained cases
and degenerate cases is present. For this implementation, however, adaptively
setting the minimum singular value σthresh by fixing the condition number of
the measurement Jacobian K(A) is used instead.

Pose Constraint Uncertainty

The square root information matrix R will be used as the uncertainty mea-
sure for the optimized sonar pose constraint T∗xB . Using the thresholded mea-
surement Jacobian AD = USDVT , the corresponding information matrix is
computed as follows:

Γ = AT
DAD

= VSTDUTUSDVT

= VSTDSDVT

=

[
Γ11 Γ12

Γ21 Γ22

]
,

(3.12)

where Γ11 is the top left 6 × 6 block corresponding to the relative pose TxB ,
Γ12 and Γ21 relate to the cross-correlation terms between the relative pose and
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the landmarks, and finally Γ22 is the block matrix related to the landmarks in
the state. To compute the information Λ for only the relative pose TxB the
landmarks are marginalized via the Schur complement of Γ:

Λ = Γ11 − Γ12Γ
−1
22 Γ21 (3.13)

The landmark blockΓ22 is always invertible because measurements for the
bearing θi and range ri are always available. When the degeneracy-awareness
scheme zeroes out entries on AD, the information matrix Λ will probably be
singular, whichmeans that standardmethods to obtain the square root informa-
tion matrixR via Cholesky decomposition will fail. The LDL decomposition
is used instead

Λ = PLDLTP T

= (PLD
1
2 )(D

T
2LTP T )

= RTR

(3.14)

where P is a permutation matrix necessary for numerical stability, L is a lower
triangular matrix, D is a diagonal matrix, andR is the square root information
matrix. Although the shape of this square root factor R is a lower triangular
matrix instead of an upper one,R can still be used to whiten Jacobian matrices
and error vectors while computing the MAP estimate of a factor graph.

3.2 SLAM Front-End
The SLAM front-end module consists of tho main components: a feature de-
tection and matching module for short-term data association, and a 3D point
landmark generation for the two-view bundle adjustment framework.

3.2.1 Feature detection and matching
Feature detection on sonar images remains an open problem, however, AKAZE
[42] feature detection has been used before [33, 31, 34] and proven to handle
the high speckle noise robustly by building nonlinear scale spaces instead of
the conventional linear scale spaces via Gaussian blurring. The detection of
feature matches between two images is done by thresholding the Hamming
distance between descriptors. Filtering for inconsistent matches, or outlier re-
jection, is done using a homography based RANSAC [14].
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Figure 3.3: Example scene for the recovery of a single optimal elevation angle
φ∗i for one landmark li. The figure shows the two poses xA and xB ,
and the Zero Elevation Plane (ZEP) of the sonar image captured from
both poses, blue forxA and red forxB . A landmark ( ) li is measured
Azi from xA and Bzi from xB . The optimal elevation angle φ∗ is
recovered by minimizing the error between (1) the reprojection of
the Φ arc into the ZOE plane of xB and (2) the measurement Bzi.

3.2.2 3D Landmark Generation
The prediction model in Eq. 3.6 relies on a 3D parametrization of the land-
marks to project them from the frame of pose xA to the frame of xB. However,
the landmarks l inside the state are only defined by their bearing θ and range
r w.r.t. pose xA. By avoiding the inclusion of the elevation angle in the state,
the optimal angle φ∗ will not be normally distributed when solving the NLS
optimization. As detailed in Section 2.1.2, different objects lying on the same
vertical arc are impossible to discriminate in the sonar image. Thus, to find
the optimal elevation angle φ∗ for each of the matched features, it is more ap-
propriate to uniformly search for φ∗ through the range of possible elevation
angles

Φ = {φmin, φmin + ∆φ, ... , φmax −∆φ, φmax}, (3.15)

where the range Φ is determined by the maximum vertical aperture of the
sonar and ∆φ is a constant design parameter that determines the resolution of
the search space, resulting in a trade-off between performance and accuracy.
Most forward looking sonars have a small vertical aperture (∼ 12◦ [6]) which
results in a quick computation. The direct search over the range Φ to find the
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optimal elevation angle φ∗ for landmark li is written as

φ∗i = arg min
φ∈Φ

||π(TxB(C(li, φ)))− Bzi||2Σi
(3.16)

where the nested functions π(·), TxB(·) and C(·) are those defined in the ob-
servation model for the two-view bundle adjustment (Eq. 3.6). This procedure
is done for every landmark, building a set of optimal elevation angles φ∗ used
in the observation model of the two-view BA. A direct search example for the
optimal elevation angle for a single landmark li is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. It
is important to note that recovering the correct elevation angle for a feature in
the sonar image will largely depend on the geometry of the motion between
the frame of the first and the second pose (xA and xB respectively), and the
quality of the initial relative pose TxB used for Eq. 3.16.

3.3 SLAM Back-End

BA sonar pose constraint
IMU Factor
Sonar-IMU extrinsics
Prior factor

Figure 3.4: Pose graph used in the Visual-Inertial FS SLAM problem. The vari-
able nodes xi represent poses in the body/IMU frame, while the si
nodes are the poses of the sonar. The factors between the body and
sonar poses represent the constant extrinsic transformation between
both frames. The factors are IMU factors composed from IMU
preintegrated measurements, velocity v and bias b nodes are drawn
only to show that IMU factors optimize the velocities and biases of
the IMU odometry estimate and are not explicitly added on the pose
graph. The factors are the pose-to-pose relative sonar constraints
computed by the two-view bundle adjustment. The prior factor
anchors the first pose to the origin.

The SLAM back-end uses a type of factor graph where the variable node
are only poses, a pose graph. Pose graphs are a type of factor graphs where
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only pose nodes are explicitly modeled. This does not mean, however, that
the landmarks are not used to optimize the 6-DOF pose of the sensor, as it
was shown in the two-view bundle adjustment procedure. Marginalizing the
landmarks locally while obtaining the sonar pose constraint results in an effi-
cient SLAM implementation. The pose-graph tracks not only the pose-to-pose
sonar factor, but also includes an IMU odometry (6-DOF pose + velocity) fac-
tor computed using state-of-the-art IMU preintegration[43, 44]. Since pose
graphs are just are bipartite factor graph, the same MAP estimation frame-
work solved by the NLS optimization in Section 2.2.1 is used. The pose graph
for the present problem is shown in Fig. 3.4. The IMU preintegrated measure-
ments are used as odometry constraints between IMU poses. In this system
the sonar is separated from the IMU by a constant translation and rotation,
also known as the extrinsic calibration between both sensors. The sonar ex-
trinsics are included as a constant factor with very low uncertainty on the pose
graph, sitting between the sonar poses si and the IMU’s poses xi. Intuitively,
the sonar relative pose constraints lie between sonar variable nodes. The prior
factor on the first pose anchors the trajectory to the origin of the global frame.
The pose graph MAP estimation can be solved by following the procedure in
Section 2.2.

The IMU odometry measurements are critical since they provide: (1) an
initial estimate for the relative pose TxB used to compute the optimal elevation
angles φ∗ and as the starting estimate for the GN optimization in the bundle
adjustment, and (2) constraints on the DOF that are zeroed out during the
degeneracy detection step of the two-view bundle adjustment.
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Results and Discussion

4.1 Software Implementation
The software implementation for the Acoustic-Inertial sonar SLAM pipeline
was developed using only open-source libraries in Python and C++, and glued
together using the Robot Operating System (ROS) [45].

The two-view bundle adjustment code was written in Python, using the
OpenCV library [46] for efficient feature detection andmatching usingAKAZE
features, and outlier rejection using homography-basedRANSAC.Matrix com-
putations for the bundle adjustment are handled using Numpy [47]. The pose-
graph is solved using the state-of-the-art iSAM2 [19] algorithm using the GT-
SAM library on C++. The IMU preintegrated measurements framework is
also readily available in the GTSAM library.

4.2 System Evaluation
Synthetic data was used to validate and estimate the performance of the devel-
oped two-view Bundle Adjustment, and the full SLAM pipeline was evaluated
using an open-source simulated environment for underwater remote and au-
tonomous robots on ROS.

4.2.1 Two-View Bundle Adjustment
A small simulation environment was developed on Python using the Mat-
plotlib [48] library to evaluate only the two-view bundle adjustment module.
The environment consists of a random landmark and pose generator and sev-
eral plotting tools useful to visualize and evaluate (1) the correctness of the

30
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Figure 4.1: 3D plot generated by the simulation environment developed for test-
ing the two-view bundle adjustment algorithm. The figure shows the
process for the recovery of the optimal elevation angle phi∗ for 9
landmarks compared to the single search detailed in Fig. 2.2. On the
figure, the thick coordinate axis X_0 and slim axis X_1 represent
poses xA and xB respectively. The reprojection errors for all the Φ
search arcs are shown in Fig. 4.2.

software stack, and (2) the performance of the two-view bundle adjustment is
evaluated using different noise levels on the initial estimate and the measure-
ments. Perfect data association is assumed. To evaluate the performance of the
two-view optimization, the landmarks generated comply to the specifications
of the sonar used for the real experiments and the measurements are corrupted
with small Gaussian noise N (0, 0.01) in both bearing [rad] and range [m].
The random poses are generated from U(−0.3, 0.3)[rad] for the rotations and
U(−0.3, 0.3)[m] for the translations. Such small transformations normally re-
sult in an under-constrained optimization [32].

Elevation Angle φ∗ Search

The 3D plot on Fig.4.1 illustrates the elevation angle search for multiple land-
marks following the convention showed in Fig. 3.3. Even though the relative
motion between frames is small, the reprojection of the Φ arc on the ZEP of
pose xB (X_1 on the plot) has enough information to successfully recover a
good approximation of the elevation angle φi of every landmark in the scene.
The reprojection error for every landmark in Fig. 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Errors between the Φ search arcs’ reprojection on the ZEP of pose
xB and the bearing-range measurements Bz. The dashed green line
shows where the real φ lies and the on each plot shows the optimal
angle φ∗ recovered. The error between the real and the estimated
elevation angle is due to the added noise on the measurements and
to the initial estimate for the relative pose TxB .

However, depending on the accuracy of the initial estimate for the relative
pose TxB and the type of motion between the two views, the performance
of the elevation angle φ∗ search will deteriorate. In the worst case scenario
only 3-DOF will be well constrained: X, Y, and Yaw. This is due to the fact
that sonar bearing-range measurements manage to constrain those directions
successfully. The other 3-DOF, namely Roll, Pitch, and Z, depend on the
accurate recovery of the elevation angle of the features.

The degenerate cases arise because of the geometry of the sonar image
generation process: pure motion on any DOF except for Roll will result in a
symmetric reprojection error as seen in Fig 4.3, where nothing can be done by
the algorithm to pick the correct optimal elevation angle φ∗. Thus, to be able
to recover the correct elevation angle φ∗, the motion between frames needs
to be able to provide enough information to constrain every DOF. These el-
evation angle degeneracies will force the two-view estimate to diverge from
the true pose in the ill-posed directions. A successful implementation of the
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Figure 4.3: Example with three different landmarks of the search for the optimal
elevation angle. Pure motion on the X axis will results in a degener-
acy on the direct search for the optimal elevation angle φ∗. Due to
the symmetry of the reprojection, two global minima are produced,
and the wrong elevation angle is chosen for all three landmarks.

degeneracy-aware scheme should be able to remap the pose update into in-
cluding only information in the well-constrained DOF.

Sonar Pose Constraint

Using the simulation environment, 1000 Monte Carlo trials were ran to char-
acterize the error in the two-view optimization process. The output of the
two-view bundle adjustment is compared to its initial estimate, which is the
ground truth distorted using Gaussian noise, serving as a surrogate for the
IMU odometry in the real system. Gaussian white noise of N (0, 0.05)[rad]

and N (0, 0.05)[m] was added to the rotations and translations respectively.
Additionally, the bearing-range measurements were corrupted with the same
normally distributed white noise N (0, 0.01) in both the range and bearing
measurements. The singular value threshold σthresh is chosen adaptively as
proposed in Section 3.1.1. The results are presented in Fig. 4.4.

From the box and whisker plot, one can appreciate that the error in the
well constrained directions (X , Y , Y aw) shows a significant improvement
from the initial estimate, while the error for the poorly constrained DOF (Roll,
Pitch, Z) is successfully bounded by the initial estimate, which entails that
the algorithm mitigates the effect of degenerate cases efficiently.
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Figure 4.4: Box and whisker plot showing the results of 1000 Monte Carlo trials
of the two-view bundle adjustment framework. The plot compares
the initial estimate (blue) of the relative pose, which is the input of
the two-view BA algorithm, and the output after the two-view opti-
mization (red) using the additional information provided by the mea-
surements of the scene. The bottom limit of the boxes represent the
25th percentile and the top the 75th, the notch represents the median
and the whiskers bound the extreme values that are still considered
inliers. The red crosses outside the whiskers are data points consid-
ered as outliers.

4.2.2 System-wide Evaluation and Results
The entire Acoustic-Inertial FS sonar SLAM pipeline was tested in the UUV
Simulator [49] (Fig. 4.5 left) developed for the Gazebo framework in ROS,
where a simulated model of an arbitrary forward-scan sonar was readily avail-
able.

The simulated sonar image (Fig. 4.5 right) is fairly representative to how a
real-life sonar would look like in ideal conditions. However, the measurements
provided by the simulated sonar were standard to those one would get from a
forward-looking sonar, thus, some changes to the source code were needed
before the simulated measurements were usable1.

The noise model for the simulated sonar was manually tuned. The biases
1A pull-request for the simulated FS sonar in the uuv_simulator repository is being

prepared.
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Figure 4.5: Left: the UUV Simulator environment on Gazebo. A simulation of
the RexROV underwater robot was fitted with the simulated FS sonar
to capture useful data for development and evaluation of the whole
SLAM pipeline. Right: the simulated sonar image of the ship from
the figure on the left.

and white noise components for both the internal gyroscope and accelerom-
eters in the IMU are required for the IMU preintegration model to perform
properly. The simulated IMU is an ADIS16448 and the noise components
with the appropriate unit are provided in the header files of the IMUROSPlu-
gin2.

Front-End: Feature Detection and Matching

Results for the AKAZE feature detection and matching are presented in Fig.
4.6. As it can be seen in the image, it is often the case that the feature de-
tection module is normally finds and matches plenty of features, even after
outlier rejection and filtering out matches due to speckle noise (see bottom
of Fig. 4.6). To avoid errors caused by computing spurious elevation angles
on features that are too close together, some of the features are filtered out
by sequentially sampling N random features and checking the distance to its
neighbors. If the distance is below a certain threshold distmin the neighbor
feature is discarded. This scheme is ran only if the set of detected features is
above a certain thresholdNmin to avoid losing important information from the
scene. The parametersN ,Nmin and distmin are all tunable parameters for the
front-end module which will impact both the computation complexity and the
performance of the two-view bundle adjustment.

2https://bit.ly/2Y6qfc8
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Figure 4.6: Results from the AKAZE feature detection and matching after out-
lier rejection with RANSAC. The image on left represents the frame
capture from pose xA and the right image is the one taken from xB .
The circles point to the descriptors being matched from image to im-
age, and are connected through a line to show the feature associations
explicitly.

Back-End: MAP Estimation

The MAP estimation is tested and evaluated in the UUV Simulator by com-
paring the ground truth estimate from Gazebo, against both the IMU dead
reckoned path and the MAP estimate obtained by solving the pose graph us-
ing iSAM2.

Mean Absolute Error [m] or [rad]

X Y Z Roll Pitch Yaw

Dead
Reckoning 0.830 0.630 0.041 0.003 0.001 0.055

iSAM2 0.176 0.284 0.099 0.001 6.09×10−4 0.005

Table 4.1: Mean absolute error for the 6-DOF estimates for both the IMU dead
reckoning and the iSAM2 output throughout the entire dataset.

On Table 4.1, the mean, pose-to-pose, absolute error is compared for the
dead reckoning and the iSAM2 estimates, showing how the localization perfor-
mance improves in 5 out of the 6 degrees of freedom by including the two-view
BA pose constraints. Qualitative results showing the output of the SLAM so-
lution are presented in three different figures: in Fig. 4.7 the true 2D path of
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Figure 4.7: Plot comparing the results from a dataset gathered using the UUV
Simulator. On the figure, the dead reckoned path (red, dashed) com-
puted using IMU preintegration and the output of iSAM2 (blue,
dash-dotted) after solving the MAP estimation underlined by the
pose-graph (Fig. 3.4.) are compared against the ground truth (green,
solid). All three paths start at the bold X mark and finish at their
respective star.

the simulated ROV is compared with both the dead reckoning estimate gen-
erated with IMU preintegrated measurements and with the output of iSAM2
including also the information from the two-view bundle adjustment scheme;
the estimated rotations for the same three categories is shown in Fig. 4.8; last,
the depth estimate of the simulated ROV w.r.t. the sea-level is shown in Fig.
4.9. As it can be appreciated from the plots, although the estimates are not
perfect, the two-view sonar pose constraints do prevent the localization from
significantly drifting in the X and Y direction as compared to its dead reck-
oning counterpart.

As noted on Table 4.1 and shown qualitatively on Fig. 4.9, the depth esti-
mate Z is the only DOF that has a worse performance after adding the sonar
pose constraints to the pose graph. This is probably caused by including in-
formation from landmarks whose elevation angle φ was wrongly estimated,
introducing additional errors in the Z directions of the state during the two-
view BA.
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Figure 4.8: Resulting Euler angles from the dead reckoned path using IMUmea-
surements (red, dashed) and the output of the iSAM2 MAP estima-
tion (blue, dash-dotted). Both the dead reckoning and the iSAM2
estimate do a well job tracking the real values (green, solid) for all
rotation angles. The iSAM2 estimate, however, seems to provide
noisier measurements, but shows less drift than its dead reckoning
counterpart at the end of the dataset.

4.2.3 Sparse 3D Reconstruction
Even though the landmarks l are marginalized from the state during the two-
view bundle adjustment, their positions are still optimized during the Gauss-
Newton optimization. By saving the optimized landmarks, it is possible to
generate a sparse 3D reconstruction of the scene. Since the simulated FS sonar
in the UUV Simulator uses a simulated stereo camera to compute the sonar
image in Fig. 4.5 (right), it is possible to qualitatively compare the computed
sonar pointcloud to the true 3D scene as shown in Fig. 4.10. The optimized
landmark positions are stored in an efficient PCL3 pointcloud data structure,
available in ROS as a PointCloud2 message which allows for real-time
visualization.

The resulting pointcloud might contain various landmarks with a spurious
elevation angle φ, which will render the 3D pointcloud useless if a detailed
map is expected. However, given that both the bearing and range of every
point is still reliable, by transforming the sparse pointcloud into a dense repre-
sentation such as a mesh, the 3D map can still be used for several applications,
e.g., obstacle avoidance and localization using a multibeam sonar.

3https://pointclouds.org/
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Figure 4.9: Plot comparing the dead reckoning (red, dashed), iSAM2 output
(blue, dash-dotted), and the true values (green, solid), for the depth
w.r.t. the surface of the simulated dataset.

4.3 Experimental Results
For further validation, the Acoustic-Inertial FS SLAM pipeline was tested us-
ing a real experimental setup in a controlled environment where ground truth
is available for comparison with the proposed approach.

4.3.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup was designed to be portable and handheld to make it
modular and easy to deploy when running experiments in any environment.

The forward-scan sonar used is a Blueprint Subsea Oculus M750d [6]
multibeam imaging sonar (Fig. 4.11 left), which has a dual frequency setup
for both long-range and short-range imaging. The high-frequency (HF) short-
range setting has a horizontal FOV (field of view) of 80◦ and a vertical FOV
of 12◦ with a maximum range of 40m, whereas the low-frequency (LF) longer
range mode has a horizontal FOV of 130◦ and a vertical of 20◦ with a maxi-
mum range of 120m. The sonar’s range resolution is of 2.5mm and 4mm, and
the angular resolution is 0.16◦ and 0.25◦, for HF and LF respectively. Sample
rate is frequency and range dependent but ranges from 2Hz to 40Hz.

The inertial measurements are captured using an SBG Systems Ellipse 2
Micro-A [50], which is an attitude and heading reference system (AHRS) that
encompasses more than just inertial measurement units (IMU), but to evaluate
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Figure 4.10: Left: Ground truth of the 3D scene captured by the FS sonar of the
shipwreck shown in Fig. 4.5. Right: Same pointcloud from the left
image with the overlaid point landmarks l computed during the two-
view bundle adjustment using the PointCloud2 data structure
from ROS.

the performance of the system as described in Chapter 3, only the internal IMU
was used. Including the other measurements provided by the AHRS together
with the preintegrated IMU measurements is left as future work.

The testing rig is assembled using and aluminum profile frame and a cou-
ple of 3D printed parts. The sonar is mounted on one extreme of the profile
by a joint with one DOF (Fig. 4.11) to enable testing the performance with
different grazing angle configurations, and the AHRS is mounted on the op-
posite extreme to avoid it from getting wet. The finished product is shown in
Fig. 4.11 (right).

Figure 4.11: Left: the Blueprint Subsea Oculus M750d multibeam imaging
sonar mounted on a pitching joint on one extreme of the testing rig.
Right: the SBG Systems Ellipse Micro-A AHRS mounted inside a
3D printed casing on the opposite extreme of the sensor rig.
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Figure 4.12: An annotated sample of a sonar image as processed by the devel-
oped ROS wrapper for the Oculus M750d sonar. The image shows
the underwater scene used for the experiments (see Fig. 4.13): red
circles highlight the echoes produced by debris floating in the wa-
ter, the yellow rectangles are some of the aluminum beams in the
scene, the blue lines delineate the walls of the test tank, and the
green ellipse shows the position of the plastic car chassis. The sonar
is symbolically represented with its respective frame convention by
the axes on the top of the image.

Sonar-IMU Extrinsic Calibration

The rigid transformation between the IMU and the sonar is obtained using a
motion capture system inside the Smart Mobility Lab at KTH to have mm
precision on the extrinsic calibration. Reflective markers are placed on the
IMU casing and on the sonar joint to find the constant relative position. The
measured transformation is placed as the constant extrinsic factor on the pose
graph in Fig. 3.4 with a really small uncertainty value.

IMU and Sonar Noise Models

The noise model for the sonar measurements is easily derived heuristically
from the range and angular resolution provided in the user’s manual of the
sonar [6]. However, the parameters for the IMU noise model are less straight-
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Figure 4.13: Left: Controlled test environment used to gather experimental data
to test with the Acoustic-Inertial FS SLAM pipeline. A camera
was set on top of the IMU case, pointed towards the window with
the ArUco markers. Right: The underwater scene as seen from
the sonar’s perspective, several objects were set underwater to be
generate enough features on the sonar images.

forward to derive since the units must comply to those used by the IMU prein-
tegration module in GTSAM. The IMU noise model guide from the Kalibr
visual-inertial calibration toolbox [51] was used to get the correct units for the
noise components from the sensor’s user manual.

Oculus M750d ROS Wrapper

AROSwrapper for the sonar was developed using the UDP/TCP protocol pro-
vided by the sonar manufacturer. The wrapper uses standard communication
and image transport protocols to be fully compatible with ROS. A simple rqt
dynamic reconfigure4 server and interface was set up to fully control the sonar
parameters online: range, frequency, sample rate, gain, gamma correction,
salinity, and speed of sound. The software was developed to work real-time
with any of the available sensor settings the manufacturer suggests. The sonar
image can be hard to interpret, thus, an annotated sample of a sonar image
processed by the ROS driver is presented in Fig. 4.12.

Test Environment

A test tank outside the Swedish Maritime Robotics Center at KTH (Fig. 4.13)
was used to carry out controlled experiments. Several objects of different ma-
terial composition were set underwater for the sonar to map. Aluminum pro-
files, a squared shaped rock, and a plastic remote controlled car chassis are
among the objects used (Fig. 4.13 right). Next to the test tank, several ArUco

4http://wiki.ros.org/rqt_reconfigure
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Figure 4.14: Results obtained from the AKAZE feature detection and matching
on two consecutive sonar images captured by theOculusM750d, af-
ter outlier rejection using a homography-based RANSAC approach.
All the features shown in the figure are correctly matched, however,
the features on the bottom of the image correspond to reflections
cause by the wall of the test tank, which can yield a spurious mo-
tion estimate.

markers were placed on the wall to be detected with a monocular camera set
on top of the AHRS casing of the sensor rig. A fiducial SLAM5 implemen-
tation was used to provide a surrogate for the ground truth in order to have a
comparison for the output of the Acoustic-Inertial SLAM.

4.3.2 Front-End: Feature Detection and Matching
Several additional software developments were needed before being able the
use of real FS sonar images on the two-view bundle adjustment framework.
The ping result of the sonar is processed by the ROS driver and two differ-
ent messages are created: a ping_result and a sonar_image. The
sonar_image uses the standard ROS sensor_msgs/Image message to
transmit the captured backscatter intensities using a squared image. The range
and bearing mappings for each pixel on the squared sonar image is computed
using the information from the ping_result, which contains theminimum,
maximum, and resolution of both the bearings and the ranges used to process
the corresponding sonar image.

5https://github.com/UbiquityRobotics/fiducials
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Figure 4.15: 2D plot of the sensor rig showing the estimates on the X and Y
directions. All three estimates start at the same position. The real
path is composed of an outer and an inner loop around a section
of the test tank. Due to large initial biases on the IMU, the dead
reckoning estimate quickly drifts outside the region of interest.

The front end module takes as input the squared sonar image and the range
and bearing maps. The AKAZE feature detection and matching is used on the
squared sonar image, and the measurements for each detected feature are com-
puted with the maps. The RANSAC outlier rejection algorithm successfully
disregards feature correspondences between moving debris in the water (Fig.
4.14), however, rejecting features created by reflections caused by the confined
environment is a harder task to tackle, and can have a detrimental effect when
looking for the relative motion between sonar frames.

4.3.3 Back-End: MAP Estimation
The results for the back-end module are presented in the same fashion as those
obtained from the simulation results (Section 4.2.2).

Table 4.2 summarizes the mean error for the IMU odometry (dead reck-
oning) and the estimate obtained from the iSAM2 solver. The fiducial SLAM
estimate is used as the ground truth for comparison. Fig. 4.15 shows the 2D
paths of all three estimates for a visual comparison. Because of a large starting
IMU acceleration biases and an uncertain value for the initial orientation of the
IMU, the preintegrated measurements quickly drifted, note however that this
estimate is not the one used by iSAM2 during the optimization process. To
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Mean Error [m] or [rad]

X Y Z Roll Pitch Yaw

Dead
Reckoning 13.436 40.737 6.905 0.039 0.054 0.096

iSAM2 0.135 0.129 0.057 0.055 0.084 0.0831

Table 4.2: Mean absolute error for the 6-DOF estimates for both the IMU dead
reckoning and the iSAM2 output throughout the entire experimental
dataset.

compensate for such biases, the sensor suite was left still for several seconds
before starting to move and, using the sonar pose constraints, acceptable val-
ues for the biases are automatically computed and added to the IMU factors
on the factor graph.

The results for the Roll, Pitch, and Y aw DOFs of the sensor can be ap-
preciated on Fig. 4.16. The initial attitude of the sensor rig is obtained from
the current AHRS’ orientation measurement at the time the software starts
running. As seen in the figures, there is a considerable error between the real
(fiducial) and the estimated (dead reckoning/ iSAM2). This error causes severe
errors when removing the gravity’s acceleration component from the total ac-
celeration on the IMU, introducing spurious accelerations and, consequently,
generating significant drift on the dead reckoning estimate. Furthermore, GT-
SAM accounts for the spurious accelerations as biases, introducing even more
errors to the final iSAM2 estimate as observed on the Roll and Pitch plots
(which are also two of the poorly constrained DOFs by the sonar bundle ad-
justment). Note however that the Y aw estimate, which is well-constrained by
the sonar, does a better job on tracking the real angle computed by the fiducial
SLAM.

Last, the plot for the results on the depth or Z DOF of the sonar pose is
shown on Fig. 4.17. Similarly to the X and Y directions, the depth estimate
drastically drifts because of the acceleration biases and errors on the initial
orientation of the IMU. When standing still, the sonar is able to compensate
for such errors and provides an adequate depth estimate. Once the sonar starts
to move and less features are available for the two-view bundle adjustment to
work with, the Z estimates are zeroed out by the solution remapping scheme
and the dead reckoning estimate alone is unable to track the true depth cor-
rectly.
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Figure 4.16: Plots showing the computed Euler angles of the sensor’s pose. A
significant discrepancy in the initial values for the dead reckoning
estimate on bothRoll and Pitch introduces large errors on the final
iSAM2 estimate, causing it to diverge from the true values. The
sonar’s well constrained orientation angle (Y aw) achieves a better
performance.

4.4 Discussion and Limitations
The first part of the discussion gravitates towards the limitations that were
observed throughout the development and evaluation of the whole FS sonar
SLAM pipeline, and the second part will comment on the limitations and chal-
lenges encountered while carrying out experiments.

4.4.1 Evaluation and Simulations
One of the main limitations that was noticed while evaluating the two-view
bundle adjustment scheme, was that of the initial estimate. The two-view
approach is rather sensitive to spurious initial estimates of the relative pose
because (1) the search for the optimal elevation angle φ depends on the relative
pose TxB and (2) the NLS optimization will converge to a local minima whose
accuracy depends largely on the initial values. Thus, a ’good’ initial relative
pose must be introduced into the two-view BA in order for it to perform.

Another significant limitation is the geometry of themotion between frames,
as discussed briefly in the Section 4.2.1. This means that as long as the sonar
travels in just one direction, it will be impossible to recover the true 3D position
of the landmarks detected in the scene. This might be addressed by following
the ASFM literature and adding more frame to the BA scheme.

The degeneracy-aware algorithm introduces, not a limitation, but a trade-
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Figure 4.17: Results for the estimated depth (Z) of the testing rig. Due to bi-
ases and errors in the initial estimate of the IMU’s orientation, the
dead reckoning drifts significantly fast. Due to poorly constrained
relative pose estimates from the BA, the iSAM2 estimate does not
provide a good approximation to the real depth.

off, where one must choose how much information to include into the next
update to the GN iteration. By zeroing out some entries on the diagonal SVD
matrix, not only the degenerate information is dropped, but also some valuable
information about other DOFs is lost. So at the end there is this trade-off
between having little information with small error, or more information but
with a larger error. In [41], however, they have show there is a ’sweetspot’.

Furthermore, long after having developed and tested the whole SLAM
pipeline on simulation, the fact rose that using a homography-based RANSAC
for outlier rejection is not appropriate for sonar images, given the geometry of
the scene in the image. This means that the current implementation of the
front-end might be choosing inliers as outliers by trying to fit a model which
is not actually representative of the scenario. RANSAC can still be used for
outlier detection, however, the model to fit must match the sonar image geom-
etry.

4.4.2 Experimental Challenges
Several challenges arose when the experimental sensor rig was deployed in
real-life conditions.
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Initial Conditions

The main problem was dealing with the initial state of the system. Because of
biases on the IMU’s gyroscopes, the orientation being tracked by the AHRS
tends to drift significantly over time. Such biases are a intrinsic to all IMUs
and AHRS and it is critical to compensate them correctly. Using the sonar
relative pose estimates proved to be a successful solution as long as the sonar
was not moving, but it was unable to correct them while in motion. A good so-
lution would be to find a way to calibrate the sonar and the IMU the same way
as camera-IMU systems are calibrated, e.g., [52]. These errors on the prior
pose of the IMU also cause the preintegrated measurements to fail, produc-
ing a useless dead reckoning estimate. Furthermore, since the dead reckoned
pose is used to initialize the two-view bundle adjustment, if a considerably
substandard estimate will force the GN optimization to diverge from the true
solution.

Feature Detection

Often, the front-end module detected and matched features produced by the
reflection of the echo of the obstacles when hitting the walls of the water tank.
Such reflections move in a manner that does not correspond to what really is
happening on the scene and can yield detrimental results when used as land-
marks for the two-view bundle adjustment. In open environments, however,
such reflections are less significant.

Limitations for Real-Time Implementation

The experimental results shown in Section 4.3 were obtained by running the
captured data (the rosbag) at a fraction of the real elapsed time between
measurements, since the two-view bundle adjustment algorithm runs at a rel-
atively low frequency as compared to the IMU dead reckoning process. When
ran at real-time, the IMU dead reckoning drifted too much too quickly and
the sonar was unable to compensate the bias before noticeably drifting. By
lowering the real-time factor, more sonar frames can be processed and added
as pose constrains to the factor graph, compensating the bias much faster and
accurately. Migrating all the software stack from Python to C++ could render
a higher performance in order to use the whole pipeline on real-time.
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Conclusions

A visual-inertial imaging sonar simultaneous localization and mapping solu-
tion was developed by fusing IMU preintegrated measurements together with
a two-view bundle adjustment algorithm for sonar images. Both types of mea-
surements are fuse using an efficient pose-graph representation, and the MAP
estimate is solved using the state-of-the-art iSAM2 implementation on GT-
SAM. Several limitation were found during the development of the system
which give rise to several branches of future work.

The developed implementation, both software and hardware, will serve a
major stepping stone for future research on the implementation of the new
generation of forward-looking sonars in autonomous underwater and surface
vehicle navigation.

5.1 Future Work
The following lines of research are low-hanging fruits left open for future
work:

• Loop Closure: Adding a long-term data associationmodule to the front-
endwill render significantly better results on large scale localization sce-
narios. The way is paved to implement any loop closing technique, since
it is only a matter of adding another constraint to the pose graph that is
already being built with the current implementation.

• AHRS Measurements: The inertial measurement unit used to compute
the dead reckoning is only a sub-module of a complex sensor. The SBG
Ellipse contains a magnetometer and a GPS module, which are fused
internally with inertial measurements to produce a high quality attitude

49
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and heading. Adding these measurements will also improve the perfor-
mance of this SLAM solution.

• Map Reconstruction: All the landmarks detected by the front-endmod-
ule can be stored to reconstruct the 3D scene. This can be done in several
ways, but the easiest would be to use a factor graph representation of the
full SLAM scenario, and using iSAM2 to optimize the position of the
landmarks at the same time as the pose.
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Appendix

6.1 Exponential and LogarithmMapof 6-DOF
Poses

During the optimization process, the 6-DOF relative transformation TxB ∈
SE(3) is tracked inside the state vector x in its corresponding Lie algebra
se(3) representation:

se(3) =

{[
ω̂

01×3

u

0

] ∣∣∣∣ ω̂ ∈ so(3),u ∈ R3

}
(6.1)

In order to use the updated relative transformation to reproject the land-
marks and compute the error for the next iteration of the GN optimization, the
exponential operator is used on the se(3) representation to map it to the SE(3)

group, as described in [40]:

TxB = exp

[
ω̂

01×3

u

0

]
=

[
exp(ω̂)

01×3

Au

1

]
(6.2)

where
A = I +

1− cos‖ω‖
‖ω‖2

ω̂ +
‖ω‖ − sin‖ω‖
‖ω‖3

ω̂2 (6.3)

and, using the Rodrigues’ formula, the exponential of ω̂ is given by

exp(ω̂) = I +
sin‖ω‖
‖ω‖

ω̂ +
1− cos‖ω‖
‖ω‖2

ω̂2. (6.4)

After the landmarks are reprojected, TxB is mapped back to se(3) using
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the logarithm map:

log(TxB) = log

[
B
AR
01×3

AtAtoB

1

]
=

[
log(BAR)

01×3

A−1AtAtoB

0

]
=

[
ω̂xB
01×3

uxB
0

] (6.5)

where
log(R) =

φ

2sin(φ)
(R− RT ) (6.6)

with φ satisfying
Tr(R) = 1 + 2cos(φ), |φ| < π (6.7)

and last,

A−1 = I− 1

2
ω̂ +

2sin‖ω‖ − ‖ω‖(1 + cos‖ω‖)
2‖ω‖2sin‖ω‖

ω̂2. (6.8)
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